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By Standiford, Les

Putnam Adult, New York, 2003. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. First
Edition. Mylar protected dust jacket This rock-solid novel, number eight in Standiford's line of
South Florida crime capers (Deal on Ice; Raw Deal; etc.) is as blunt and powerful as a punch to the
head from series hero John Deal himself. "Deal is rebuilding the failed Miami construction firm he
inherited from his father, dead by suicide. Soon after moving to Key West to oversee a major
construction contract, Deal is approached by Antonio Fuentes, a mysterious businessman, who
attempts to hire him to oversee a huge rebuilding project in Havana, slated to begin once Castro
has departed the scene. Deal has his suspicions, especially after Fuentes offers a check for a million
dollars as a retainer. Next to make Deal an offer is Norbert Vines, special agent from the
Department of Justice. Vine convinces Deal to go along with Fuentes and report back to the
department on what the businessman and his shadowy partners are really up to in Cuba. A few
hours later, Deal is on Fuentes's lavish yacht, headed into Cuban waters. Once there, everything
goes to hell in short order as it turns...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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